
A Detail Information Of 5g Mobiles And 5g 

Network 

The popularity of the 4G smartphone, which is gearing up for a buzz, is going to be less popular. 

Since the fifth generation of mobile network i.e. 5G network is being talked about in the future. 

So, let’s know more about 5g mobiles, 5g network mobile, and upcoming 5g mobiles. See this 

below… 

After the introduction of this technique, you can download 100 movies simultaneously from the 

Internet in just 1 second. Experts believe that 5G technology will play an important role in the 

formation of a new kind of revolution, which will lead to major changes in many areas around 

the world. For your information, please tell that this technique is being developed in India along 

with overseas. Let’s give you information about this. 

5g Mobiles: 

Throughout 2018, we’ve been hearing from smartphone OEMs about their plans to launch 5G 

devices. Here, we compile that list of upcoming 5G smartphones, ones that you can also expect 

to land in India. Take a look. 

Samsung Galaxy S10: 

These Samsung Galaxy S10’s 5G credentials were first hinted at well back in 2018, with reports 

detailing how Qualcomm and the South Korean maker had announced a ‘strategic relationship’ 

agreement, which specifically mentioned the “transition to 5G”. This is one of the upcoming 5g 

mobiles. 

Features: 

• 1440 x 3040 Resolution 

• An on-screen fingerprint scanner 

• 5G Network 

• A triple-lens rear camera on the top-end model, 12MP, 13MP, and 16MP lenses, A dual-lens 

front-facing camera 

• Frankly small 3,000 mAh Battery 

Oneplus 7 Or Oneplus 7t: 

OnePlus usually releases its main phone refresh in May or July, so the OnePlus 7 would likely be 

among the second wave of 5G mobile, potentially following Samsung, Sony, and Huawei. 

Features: 

• A 6.4-inch bezel-less Optic AMOLED FHD display. 

• A Qualcomm Snapdragon 850 chipset. 

• 5G technology. 



• A dual 16MP rear camera. 

• 20MP front shooter. 

• 64GB fixed internal storage. 

• 3,500mAh Li-Po battery. 

Huawei P30 Or Mate 30: 

Huawei is one of the biggest proponents of 5g technology. The company has been perhaps the 

biggest names when it comes to the development of 5g network mobile equipment and chips, 

with hundreds of engineers dedicated towards the efforts. 

Features: 

• OLED screen 

• Android 9 Pie 

• EMUI 9 

• 6- or 8GB RAM 

• 5G technology 

• Kirin 980 processor 

• Expandable storage via Huawei Nano-Memory Card 

• Improved cameras vs Mate 20 Pro 

• 3D front camera system 

• No headphone jack 

• IP68 waterproofing 

Sony Xperia Xz4: 

This year’s Sony Xperia XZ3 has come and gone without 5G but we think it’s almost certain that 

the Xperia XZ4 (or whatever it ends up being called) is going to have the super-fast technology. 

This is one of the upcoming 5g mobiles. 

Features: 

• 18:9 OLED 

• Snapdragon 855 

• 4 Cameras 

• 5G Wireless 

• Hi-Res Audio 

Lg V50 5g: 

LG is also on Qualcomm’s list of partners to launch a 5G mobiles. The device is expected to be 

unveiled in the US sometime in the first half of 2019. 

Features: 

• Qualcomm Snapdragon 855 processor 



• 5g 

• 4,000mAh battery. 

Xiaomi Mi Mix 3: 

The 5G Xiaomi Mi Mix 3 was confirmed in late October and, in the UK and Europe at least, is 

currently set for a Q1 2019 release date. This would put it near the front of the 5G mobiles 

release schedule, with the device likely to hit store shelves either just before or just after MWC 

2019. 

Features: 

• The AMOLED-panel Snapdragon processor 

• 4/6GB of RAM LDDR4 and the Adreno 530 GPU 

• 128/256GB of ROM 

• 6.4 -inch devices (158,8×81,9×7,9mm). 

• 16 and 8-megapixel camera 

• 5G 

• 4400mAh battery 

New iPhone (2019): 

Now that we’ve got over the excitement of the iPhone XS, the iPhone XS Max, and the iPhone 

XR arriving, it’s time to turn our attention to what Apple might have planned for 2019 and that 

might include a phone with 5G. 

Features: 

• A12 Bionic processor 

• IP68 rated 

• Updated 12Mp cameras 

• Adjustable depth of field in photos 

• 512GB storage option 

• 5G 

• Dual-SIM 

 


